Sustainability Minor Approved Courses – Spring 2020

Core Courses
IDS 206 Foundations of Sustainability Caroline Schaumann
IDS 391 Capstone Seminar

Approved Electives
ANT 385 Health & Food Cultures-America Ioulia Fenton (SocSci)
ANT 385 Food Systems and Conflicts A.G. Tribble (SocSci)
ECON 362 Economic Development Sam Cherribi (SocSci)
ECON 365 Environmental Economics and Policy Mona Ray (SocSci)
ECON 372 Health Care Markets Ian McCarthy (SocSci)
ECON 431 International Trade Nelson Lind (SocSci)
ENG 389W Literature: Nature: Now John Sitter (Hum)
ENVS 225 Institutions and the Environment Tracy Yandle (SocSci)
ENVS 255W Environmental Communication Anthony Martin (SocSci)
ENVS 328 Introduction to Atmospheric Chemistry Eri Saikawa (NatSci)
ENVS 330 Climatology Charles Hickox (NatSci)
ENVS 331 Earth System Science Shaunna Donaher (NatSci)
ENVS 350 Environmental Thought: Ethics, Phil. & Issues Wegner (SocSci)
ENVS 352W Green Business Benjamin Jordan (SocSci)
ENVS 371 Ecology of the Tropics Lawrence Wilson (NatSci)
HIST 367/AFS 367 The Making of South Africa Clifton Crais (SocSci)
HLTH 210 Predictive Health and Society Michelle Lampl (SocSci)
HLTH 250 Foundations of Global Health Ines Gonzales Casanova (SocSci)
HLTH 340 Food, Health and Society Cassandra Quave (SocSci)
HLTH 350R Core Issues in Global Health George Luber (SocSci)
LACS 265W Visitor Meets Native Robert Goddard (Hum)
LACS Sugar and Rum Robert Goddard (Hum)
POLS 394 Research Topics: India Today: Innov., Sustainab Holli Semetko (SocSci)
WGS 385 Women, Gender, & Sexuality Studies: Forms of Self in Anthropocene Lynne Huff (Hum)